Job posting

Type of position

- ☑️ scientific
- ☐️ administrative

Target group

- ☑️ graduates
- ☐️ post docs
- ☐️ other

Title

EU lawyer - Employee with completed scientific higher education (d/m/f) - 50% working time - Pay group 13 TV-L Berlin universities

Institution

The Technical University of Berlin (TUB) is very successful in attracting European third-party funding. In connection with EU research proposals and projects, there are a number of legal issues to be clarified and examinations to be carried out. The basis for the approval of a research project are also contracts with the European Union, and cooperation in the sometimes very large consortia is also contractually regulated. The EU office of the TUB is part of the research department and is responsible for advising on EU research funding programmes as well as the financial-administrative management of EU research projects. The EU Office is looking for an EU contract lawyer to assist with the various legal tasks.

Position

- EU Lawyer
- 50% working time
- Remuneration group 13 TV-L Berlin universities

Responsibilities

Description:
- Contract negotiation of contracts related to EU research and education projects
- Advising TUB scientists on legal framework conditions, intellectual property rights problems, open science conditions, export control requirements also for non-European partners
- Contract controlling
- Legal assessment of TUB memberships in EU consortia, e.g. Knowledge and Innovation Communities (KIC)

Requirements

Expected qualifications:
- successfully completed university studies in law (passed 1st state examination, LL.M., Magister iuris, Diplom-Wirtschaftsjuristin or comparable)
- Interest in European research and education cooperation
- Comprehensive knowledge of the legal framework at European, federal level and the state of Berlin
- Experience in the drafting and negotiation of contracts
- business fluent German and English skills, spoken and written
- high decision-making reliability, also under high time pressure
- relevant experience or knowledge in science administration and the exploitation of research- Results
- Ability to advise applicants and project leaders based on expertise and experience
- Team orientation, strong communication skills, service orientation
- Negotiation skills in dealing with internal contacts, external project partners and funders
- Organizational and negotiation skills, goal-oriented independent way of working
- Willingness to undergo regular further training

**Application procedure (deadline etc.)**

Please send your application by 24.09.2021 with the identification number ZUV-493/21 with the usual documents (in a PDF document, max. 5 MB) exclusively by e-mail to Mrs. Köster-Riemann via michele.werner@tu-berlin.de.

**Contact**

Mrs Köster-Riemann via michele.werner@tu-berlin.de.